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1. What happened to Coral?

2. What did Marlin do to Nemo?

3. Why was Nemo caught by the diver?

4. What did Marlin do? How about Dory?



Marlin and Dory continued looking for Nemo. While searching, a blue whale took them to the 

address where Nemo was.

Nemo and some fish were placed in an aquarium. One day, a bird flew inside the house. The 

bird told Nemo that Marlin was searching for him. Nemo planned to escape from that place. 

By the help of the fish and the bird, Nemo sneaked into a drain which carried him to the ocean. 
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Finding Nemo – Part 2

aquarium escape
to run away

carry
to take

drain
a pipe that carries away 

dirty water



Nemo met Marlin in the ocean. Unfortunately, Dory was caught by a big 

fishing net, so Nemo went inside it to save Dory. They kept swimming until 

they reached the reef.
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When he returned home, Nemo started school. He promised not to leave the 

reef anymore.

fishing net

unfortunate - having bad luck
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a net 
used to catch fish

F_SH_NG  N_T D_AI_

a tube where water 
flows

AQ_AR_UM

a container 
used to put a fish in

E_C_PE_AR_Y

to move something to 
another place

to run to a safe place
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2. When you slept, I made you dinner.

1. I made you dinner while you were sleeping.

Examples

+ Complete the sentences.

while vswhen
while = used to show two events happening at the same time.
when = used to show that one event is after the other.

1. ________ we were sitting, the telephone rang.

2. ________ we sat, the telephone rang.
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Complete the story.
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Marlin and Dory continued to search for ________. A blue

_________ took them to the address where Nemo was. Nemo

and the other fish were placed in an ____________. He then met

a bird. The fish and the bird planned Nemo's _____________. He

sneaked into a ___________ which brought him to the ocean.

Sadly, Dory was caught by a big ___________ net. Nemo went

inside and kept swimming until they reached the __________.

They have safely returned home.

HINTS:

escape
Nemo
reef

fishing 
drain
whale

aquarium
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How would you describe the characters in the story?
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Marlin Dory Nemo


